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Five-year-old Romanian Giuliano Stroe has a six pack, in Guinness Book of World Records

Giuliano Stroe, a 5-year-old boy from Romania, is in the Guinness World Records for his speedy hand-walking feats.

Romanian Giuliano Stroe has been pumping iron since the age of 2.

This preschooler has abs - and skills - that even men three times his age can’t beat.

Giuliano Stroe, a 5-year-old boy from Romania, has gotten himself into the Guinness World Records. His feat? Hand walking. Giuliano performed the
fastest-ever 10m (33 feet) hand walk with a weight ball between his legs, the Daily Mail reports.

The boy, who showcased his skills on an Italian TV show, has become a YouTube sensation.

Giuliano has been training since he was 2 in the town in Italy where his family lives.

"He has been going to the gym with me ever since he was born. I always took him with me when I went training," the boy's father, Iulian Stroe, 33, told the paper.

Stroe insists his son's workout schedule isn't excessive.

"He is never allowed to practice on his own. He is only a child, and if he gets tired, we go and play."

Giuliano says his newfound celebrity has not gone to his head. He adds that he still does normal five-year-old activities like watching cartoons and painting.
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Strong Boy Indeed.
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